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We’ve designed our tissue management products to work together.
This means clinicians can customize treatment, with interchangeable
formulas and instruments, depending on the case. Whether you’re taking
impressions, completing a Class V restoration, or placing a crown, there’s
a product that is good, better, and best.

The final decision is naturally up to the doctor’s preference, but here
are our recommended uses for our tissue management line.
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controlled?
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Do you need single 
or double cords?

Start impression taking 
process 

Complete restoration

Place crown

How much blood?

Astringedent™ X  
hemostatic

Is it in the esthetic 
zone?
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clinician preference

Is it in the esthetic 
zone?

If retraction is needed, refer to the top 
of this tree for recommendations

LIGHT

BLOODCLEAR

HEAVY

First place smaller cord, then
follow first cord with 0, 1, 2, or 3

Ultrapak™ cord
sizes 0, 1, 2, 3

ViscoStat™ Clear
hemostatic

e.g. gingival oozing,
minor bleeding

    ViscoStat™ hemostatic

   Astringedent™ hemostatic

Astringedent™ X hemostatic

Ultrapak™ cord
sizes 000, 00

KEY

Soak the first cord in a hemostatic agent. 
Cord Soak Technique Indicator

Be sure to scrub firmly into the sulcus. Firm pressure gets the 
best e icacy from the hemostatic agent chosen.

Burnishing Technique Indicator

Specially designed to ease the packing of Ultrapak knitted cord. 
The thin edge helps press into the cord and serrated edge 
reduces the risk of slipping around the gingival attachment.

Fischer's Ultrapak™ Packers
- E ectively places hemostatic agents. It's best for bleeding,
especially heavy bleeding, and removes superficial coagulum.
- Has a blunt, bent cannula with a padded "scrub brush" for
infusing and cleaning the cut sulcus

Metal Dento-Infusor™ Tip

- Used when fragile healing tissue or sensitivity is present
- If only control of sulcular fluid is required, the so er tip end
of the plastic blue DI may be gentler

Blue Mini™ Dento-Infusor™ Tip
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